
Workshops with Amir Vahab:
Poetry, Drumming and Whirling 

Navigate a path to fresh epiphanies in workshops with 13th-14th century mystical poets Rumi, Hafiz and
other ancient artists under the guidance of Amir Vahab — teacher, poet, composer and vocalist of Persian
and Turkish folk and sacred music. Tailored to an audience, each workshop (usually 1 to 2 hours) enables
participants to sample aspects of an ancient tradition long known for its power to engender spiritual states
through the movement, spoken word, melody, improvisation, rhythm and meter that have issued from
Sufism, a spiritual stage that exists in all authentic religions.

Poetry Workshop

An interactive workshop in the tradition of Middle Eastern poetry evenings, you’ll explore classic mystical
themes with works read or sung in the original language first and then presented in English. Texts by
Rumi, Hafiz, Yunus Emre, Baba Tahar and less familiar but equally extraordinary poets will be featured.

Drumming Workshop

An introduction to meditative drumming, a practice involving a mental and physical focus that stills the
mind and shifts the drummer’s state of consciousness. Some consider it an embodied form of
contemplative prayer. Attendees are encouraged to bring an instrument, whether a bucket, pot or
traditional drum (a limited number will be made available).

Whirling Workshop

This workshop introduces the Sufi practice and philosophy of whirling in the tradition of Rumi and is
explained by some as becoming empty like the ney while listening with the eye of the heart to the breath of
God within (Rumi references the plaintive sound of the ney, an ancient reed flute in use for more than
5000 years, as the reed lamenting its separation from the reed bed). Attendees are welcome to participate or
simply sit back and enjoy the teaching. Those interested in a full engagement with whirling should wear
clothes that allow freedom of movement. 

For more information, contact Amir Vahab at amir@tanbour.org or (646) 964-7764 
or visit amirvahab.com

I wish I could speak like music. I wish I could put the swaying splendor of the fields into words, 
so that you could hold Truth against your body and dance.

I am trying the best I can with this crude brush, the tongue, to cover you with light. –– Hafiz


